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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE:

f . Section-A is compulsory.

2" Section-B Attempt uny four questions.

3. Section-C Attempt any two questions.

SECTIO.N-A

l0x2:2A

Q. 1 Answer the following question:

(a) Give the physical interpretation of group and phase velocity in relttion to speed of light.

(b) Show that the TMsi mode in a rectangular waveguide does not ex rst?

(c) The \/SWR of a lossiess transmission line is 5. Find the magnitu.le of reflection

coefficient.

(d) What is the highest frequency that will be returned to earth 1000ltrn from the transmitter

by the E layer.

(e) Two isotropic antennas are separated by a distance of rwo wavelengths. If both the

antennas are fed rvith cunents of opposite phase and magnitude find the numbet of lobe

in the radiation pattem in the horizontal plane.

(f) Consider a lossless antenna with a <lirective gain of +6d8. If I mw of power is fed to it.

Find the total power radiated by the antcnna.

(g) Distinguish befween far field and near field.

(h) Which propagation will aid the following frequencies and why. (a) 120KHz. (b) 30 GHz.

(i) Calculate the critical frequency for a medium at which the wave rcflects if the maximum

electron density is 1.24x106 electrons/cm3.

0) A radio station radiates a total power of 10 KW and a gain of 30. Irind tho field intensity

at a distance of l00Km from the antenna. Assume free space propagation.
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Section:E

axS=?9.
Q't' Discuss ttre reflection plane waves by a dielectric for oblique ir,, idence Find the

expressions for transmissiotl and reflection coefficient for both i,r)rizonlai and verticar
poiarizations. What is Brewster reflection?

Q' l' Derive fields for TE rvave in parallel plate waveguide. Derive thc cut of.f.frequency for
T'E guided modes.

Q' 4' Prove that maximum useable frequencv for ionospheric propagal ron is grven by ML'F:6sec(ri)' were f is the critical frequency and $ is the angre witrr ' irich c.nr wa'es strikeionospheric layer w,r.t to nonnal.

Q' 5' calculate the crirectivity of a unidirectional antenna
given by

(i) P,: cos210;

(ii) P": Cos3 10)

i f  the normairzcd radiat ion partern is

In all these cases the patterns are unidirectional with pn having valrre onry for 0<0<900
and pn:g for g005051g00. The patterns are independent of angle$.

Q' 6' (a) An idear lossless rine transmission line characteristics impeda nte ..11=6aohnrs isconnected to unknown load ZL. If VSWR = 4. Find the Z1,,reflectit,n coeflicient andtransmission coeffi cient.

(b) what is field equivalence principle? How it is applied to aperfurc anrennas.

Section-C

\

Q.7 .

Q. 8.

2x70:20
(a) A high frequency link is to be established between two points at a disrance of 2500Km on eafth's surface' considering ionospheric height to be 200Ift' and its criticalfrequency 5MHz, calculate the MUF for the given path.

(b) Explain skip distance and virrual height.

Design a Dolph Tchebyscheff broadsid e anayof r0 elements with spacing d betweenelements and with a major to minor lobe ratio of 26d8. calculate the excitationcoefficients and form the array factor.
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Q. e.

(.* " - -<z<0
2

(
0  < : ( -

2

A linear thin dipole of length l" is placecl slrnmetrically along z-;rxis. Find far field
electric and magnetic components radiated by dipole whose curr.rjrt di.stribution can be
approximated by

Ir(z) = rofi+i,4

)
= IsyQ-;z)- {

Also finC the radiation resistance of the dipole.
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